
 

 

 

 

Tsibi Geva   | If You Want a Horrible Place Say So 

 

03 June – 27 August 2016 

 

Hezi Cohen Gallery is pleased to present 'If You Want a Horrible Place Say 

So,'1 a new solo exhibition by Tsibi Geva, opening on Thursday, 30 June 2016 

at 8 pm. 

 

The exhibition will feature a selection of paintings from a large body of work 

produced by Geva in recent years. These works are “painting events”; they 

are created as an open-ended process, a journey to an undefined, 

undetermined destination. The works on view include abstract paintings as 

well as representations of the body and of physical and mental relationships.   

 

The paintings do not converge into a “theme.” Rather, they present a 

destabilizing, undermining impulse, an undercurrent which is often contrary to 

the images depicted. At the heart of these works is an erupting libidinal 

movement which splits, takes apart, and forms connections in unexpected 

manners. Geva’s paintings reject stylistic preconceptions and offer instead an 

act of painting in search of meaning, encompassing associations, rifts, and 

self-defacement; a painting undermining itself. 

 

“Painting thinks. How? This is an infernal question, perhaps inaccessible to the 

mind. We grope around.”  

 

- Georges Didi-Huberman, La peinture incarnée, Editions de Minuit, 1985 

 

 

                                                           

1
 The exhibition’s title is a quotation from Yona Wallach’s poem “If You Want a Place,” 1983.  



 

 

 

*** 

Tsibi Geva is one of Israel’s most prominent artists. Born in 1951 on Kibbutz Ein 

Shemer, Israel, he lives and works in Tel Aviv. Since 1979 he has exhibited solo 

shows in numerous venues around the world, including the Institute of 

Contemporary Art, Boston; The American University Museum, Washington, DC; 

MACRO Testaccio Museum, Rome (traveling to Mönchenhaus – Museum of 

Modern Art in Goslar, Germany, in July 2015). He has also had solo shows in 

Israel’s leading museums, including the Haifa Museum of Art; the Ashdod Art 

Museum, Monart Center; The Israel Museum, Jerusalem; and a retrospective 

at the Tel Aviv Museum of Art. From 1990 to 2006 Geva was represented by 

Anina Nosei Gallery in New York, where his work was featured in numerous 

solo exhibitions. He has participated in group exhibitions in major museums 

and galleries worldwide, including the Kunsthaus Zürich; Orangerie 

Herrenhausen, Hannover; Whitebox, New York; Palazzo Reale, Milan; Martin-

Gropius-Bau, Berlin; El Espacio Aglutinador, Havana, Cuba; The Israel Museum, 

Jerusalem; Tel Aviv Museum of Art; Museum on the Seam, Jerusalem; and 

CCA Andratx, Mallorca. Geva is a professor at the University of Haifa and at 

Hamidrasha School of Art, Beit Berl College. He is the recipient of numerous 

awards and grants, including the Sandberg Prize from the Israel Museum, 

Jerusalem; the Pundick Prize from the Tel Aviv Museum of Art; and a Lifetime 

Achievement Award from the Israeli Ministry of Culture. Geva was chosen to 

represent Israel at the upcoming 2015 Venice Biennale. 

 

 

 
 


